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The Command Lance of Company C, 25th Arcturan Guards RCT, patrols for Jade Falcon activity on Great X.

Alpha Beak, Binary Bravo, First Falcon Strikers Cluster moves toward a Great X munitions depot.
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Michael grinned. So are you.
Five red Jade Falcon icons moved among the buildings slowly. 

Michael could imagine the tension in their cockpits, as the Falcon 
warriors waited for their sensors to tell them if there was an enemy 
BattleMech hiding in the darkness or not. Each of the buildings 
was far too large a concentration of metal girders and sheeting to 
allow for an accurate magnetic reading, and the sun’s hot rays had 
kept the skin temperature high enough to blur an IR fix, even for 
something as hot as a ’Mech. Without the sensor grid the militia 
had laid down—the Arcturan Guards’ ’Mechs were hardwired into 
it while they were inside the buildings—the Falcons didn’t know 
what was where. I think…

Michael touched a control on his commo board, sending a 
prearranged signal. Then he shrunk the tac screen to an eighth-
view and took the gunnery controls in hand. His feet were already 
turning the BattleMaster toward the gaping door. According to 
the sensors there was a Jade Falcon ’Mech just under two hundred 
meters south of him. On the shrunken screen the green dots 
shivered with the beginnings of movement before the screen 
went blank; Michael had pulled the hard line free. His ’Mech was 
dependent on its own sensors now.

Light lit the BattleMaster’s canopy as he stepped it onto the 
scuffed ferrocrete of the tarmac outside. The HUD immediately 
put a red caret to his right, where the Jade Falcon ’Mech was now 
in direct view. Michael brought the ’Mech around, moving the red 
caret toward the center of his HUD. A Mad Cat. It was looking the 
wrong way.

Albany-8
Great X
Lyran Alliance
14 May 3071

Michael Guillaume didn’t realize he was tapping on the 
BattleMaster’s command console. His entire attention was fixed on 
the rash of green and red icons on the tactical map displayed on 
a blowout screen in the lower-left corner of his head’s-up display. 
The rest of the HUD was filled with a visual display, a wireframe 
schematic of his BattleMech’s readiness, and a topographical map, 
but he wasn’t looking at those. He was watching the small red 
icons move around—and counting the green icons that weren’t.

There’s too many red ones.
The Albany-8 storage yards and warehouses were empty; the 

caretaker crews who’d remained when the last logistical push 
moved off Great X two years ago had already reported to their 
militia companies for frontline assignment, so there was little 
chance of collateral casualties. Michael had chosen this facility 
to meet the Jade Falcons on Bastion for the first time because it 
was close to the maze of the Crackled Crust canyons—and the 
Arcturans had local guides to get them through. The Jade Falcons 
did not. They should be able to break contact relatively quickly if 
all went according to plan. The six green dots on his tac screen 
didn’t move. He counted them silently, lips moving. Six of them. 
Leutnant Hoffmann and Lorenz from his lance were attached. The 
kid was way out of his depth.

Albany-8
Great X
Lyran Alliance
14 May 3071

The hairs on Nicola von Jankmon’s arms stood briefly on end 
as the Gallowglas’ PPC grazed her Kodiak’s thick armor. The Lyran 
’Mech was leaning around the shell of the burned-out warehouse, 
with only the muzzle of its arm-mounted PPC and its shoulder 
exposed.  She brought her reticule around but the ’Mech was 
gone before she could fire. Of course you run rather than fight. 
Trash. From the reports the Lyran ‘Mechs she’d surprised here in 
the depot were all running away. Even sibko cadets on Ironhold 
would have put up more fight.

“Star Commander,” MechWarrior Linders reported, “they are 
breaking off.”

“Press them hard,” she snapped. “Do not let them escape.”
“They are destroying buildings to block their path.”
Nicola slammed the palm of her hand down on the padded 

armrest of her command couch. “Then move through them. Are 
you a child, Linders, to be led by the hand?”

“Neg, Star Commander,” Linders said. There was a click and an 
instant of dead hum as the other MechWarrior severed the radio 
connection. Nicola clenched her free hand into a fist for a moment, 
then turned back to the task at hand. There was an intersection 
coming up—which meant the cowardly surats would almost 
certainly be waiting to ambush her. She pressed the Kodiak’s 
throttle forward to the gate and leaned it forward, willing the DI 
computer to read her frustration and press another erg of speed 

out of the stressed myomer muscles. The hundred-ton ’Mech was 
well-armored, but that didn’t mean she wanted to waste any of it.

The Kodiak broached the intersection—still sprinting, all 
hundred tons making the ferrocrete crack beneath the ’Mech’s 
feet—and was past. There was no scream of targeting alarms, 
no shudder of armor being denuded. Nicola throttled back and 
checked her sensors—there hadn’t been any ambushers waiting. 
Which means they are cowering ahead of me still. Nicola smiled. I 
shall oblige them. She dialed her tac screen down to display a half-
kilometer in every direction and stalked forward.

Around the next corner her sensors did scream. The Lyran 
Barghest was crouched there, resembling nothing so much as a 
dog who’d disobeyed its master. The big clustergun on its back 
barked as soon as she appeared, and the Kodiak rocked as the 
submunitions nicked her armor all over that side. The solitary laser 
that fired in support of the cannon missed, sending its ruby shaft 
past the Jade Falcon ’Mech to disappear behind. Nicola’s smile 
grew triumphant. And like a dog, sometimes you must be paddled.

Each of the Kodiak’s arms was already raised, and each housed 
four Clan-made ER medium lasers. All eight lit the space between 
the warehouses as the coherent light struck the Barghest and 
scattered into incoherence. The Lyran ’Mech shuddered, shaking 
itself like a wet dog as it shed molten and broken armor plates. 
It leapt to the side and down an alley between warehouses. The 
powerful foreleg shoulders were a touch too wide and left bright-
gleaming gouges in the sheet metal where they scraped away 
oxidation. Nicola watched it go, gasping through the tremendous 
pulse of heat that had suffused her cockpit even as the Kodiak’s 
massive heat dissipation system shed it. The Lyran ’Mech wouldn’t 



Down the aisle he saw von Seedow’s ancient Dervish squat and 
fire a full barrage of long-range missiles south. Exhaust smoke 
obscured most of the ’Mech but couldn’t block the sight of 
Cannon’s fleet-footed Blitzkrieg charging past, trying to close the 
range to get her big cannon into range. Michael risked a glance at 
his tac screen—Lorenz was over that way, too, but Hoffmann and 
Ostgaard were both falling back steadily behind him. He touched 
a control, importing their targeting data.

A Kodiak. Christ and all His Saints. No wonder the two heavy 
‘Mechs were backing up.

The Mad Cat stepped around the corner, torso already rotated 
to face Michael. He reacted without thinking, squeezing both 
his secondary triggers. The four ER medium lasers flashed again, 
scarring the armor over the Mad Cat’s chest and arms. The two 
standard mediums were nearly lost in the ER’s glare, but one 
of them scored a welt across the Mad Cat’s blunt nose. The two 
small pulse lasers wrapped around the BattleMaster’s left wrist 
splattered the seventy-five ton OmniMech with needle-light. 
Six fat-bodied short-range missiles spurted past, two of them 
blasting smoking divots in the Mad Cat’s armor. The other four 
spiraled past, blowing red-glowing holes in the warehouses 
farther down.

The Mad Cat fired at the same time, both barrels with those 
damnable heavy lasers again. The BattleMaster shook as one of 
the beams cut deeply into the armor over its thigh—the other 
beam drilled into the ferrocrete between the eighty-five ton 
’Mech’s feet. The concrete 

The BattleMaster’s primary targeting reticule 
flashed from red to green as the assault ’Mech 

exited the building. Michael jerked his controls, 
bringing the crosshairs to rest over the Mad Cat’s 

torso. He breathed in, half a breath, waiting until he 
felt the shot, then squeezed the trigger. All eighty-

five tons of the BattleMaster shook with recoil as the 
Gauss rifle fired. The hiss-crack of the hypersonic round 

firing blended with the bang as the solid shot struck the 
Mad Cat high on the chest, just beneath the box missile 

launcher. Michael squeezed his other trigger. Four needle-sharp 
ER medium lasers flickered, burning away more armor. The Mad 
Cat lurched sideways, half-crushing the sheet-metal wall of the 
building it’d been examining.

Michael barked a short laugh and reversed his throttle, starting 
the BattleMaster striding backward parallel to the building he’d 
just left. The Mad Cat tore itself out of the building and spun, 
heavy-weapon arms questing around toward the Lyran ’Mech. 
Michael squinted at the arms—those weren’t the usual over-
under laser combos… and they weren’t the big bores of PPCs… 
what the—

—the Mad Cat fired, two laser beams more intense than 
anything Michael had seen. The BattleMaster shuddered as 
armor sublimated beneath their caress. From the damage they 
were more powerful than a PPC would have been. A connection 
clicked closed in Michael’s mind—heavy lasers—and he angled 
the BattleMaster behind a building, breaking the line of sight.

be able to take another barrage like that without suffering 
tremendous damage. Her computer reported a burst of RF from 
the ’Mech. He is calling for help.

There was still a Gallowglas nearby. Nicola dialed her tac screen 
out to three-quarters of a kilometer, but there were no additional 
contacts. The Barghest had turned the next corner, as if attempting 
to come around behind her. She turned the Kodiak absently to 
present its side in case the Lyran was unwise enough to present 
himself for her lasers again. The chatter on the Star channel was full 
of the hot fire and clashing language of Jade Falcons in combat but 
none of them sounded like they were in trouble.  The Lyrans might 
be pulling back but that only gave the advantage to the Falcons 
and their longer-ranged, Clan-made weaponry. If the Spheroids 
wanted to move themselves beyond the range from which they 
could fire back, that was no trouble to Nicola.

A red caret appeared on her display, painted on the building 
next to her. Even as she frowned and looked at the blank wall, 
then down at the MAD screen and the IR scanner screens, the 
light sheet metal tore apart. The Gallowglas pushed its way 
through the disintegrating wall. Red light flickered between them 
as it lit Nicola up with its lasers. The Kodiak trembled as armor 
plates failed and rained onto the ferrocrete, but the damage was 

minimal to the assault ’Mech’s thick armor. She 
sneered and brought her right arm up even as 
the targeting sensor for her Streak short-range 
missiles began beeping as it searched for a 
lock. The Gallowglas moved closer. Her sneer 
curled her lip back. Your funeral, quiaff?

The Gallowglas’ pilot must 
have thought neg. He stepped 
in close, drew his ’Mech’s left 
leg back, and drove its armored foot into the Kodiak’s shin. The 
hundred-ton ’Mech stumbled, forcing Nicola to clutch at her 
controls. Her eyes were wide. He kicked me. He actually kicked me. 
A spark of her perpetual unease kindled itself into disbelieving 
rage. They are like children, kicking their schoolmarm in the shin. Her 
lasers flashed but spent themselves melting the scraps of the wall 
into red-glowing ingots of scrap.

The Gallowglas seemed to chuckle, then blasted away and back 
over the warehouse on flaming jump jets.

Nicola watched it disappear. The Streak sensor stopped 
beeping before it got a lock.

“Unbelievable,” she whispered. Her voice must have been loud 
enough for her microphone to pick up and transmit.

“These freebirths amuse you, Star Commander?” Quintero 
asked.

Nicola blinked. Quintero. Of course Quintero. “See to your 
duty, MechWarrior,” she snapped. The last thing she needed with 
two Lyran heavy ‘Mechs prowling around her was Quintero’s 
ambitious verbal sniping. He never failed to grasp an opportunity 
to belittle her, always probing at the edge of an insult that would 
prompt a Trial of Grievance. She knew Quintero coveted her rank 
and position. She also knew he was little threat.

“As I always do, Star Com—“ static filled the channel.
“Quintero.” Static answered her. “Answer me.”
“He’s dead, Star Commander,” MechWarrior Edward said. “The 

Lyran BattleMaster just put a Gauss round through his cockpit.”
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behind the BattleMaster. The other laser cut deeply into the armor 
over the BattleMaster’s heart. Michael waited for the tremble to 
pass and felt his shot. The shake of the Gauss rifle’s recoil was a 
surprise.

The solid shot cracked across the short distance and slammed 
into the Mad Cat’s chest, crushing armor plates and spattering the 
nearby building with shrapnel-fast shards of armor. The quartet of 
ER lasers drew angry welts across the OmniMech’s armor. Michael 
waited a half-heartbeat, letting his computer absorb the damage 
and repaint the Mad Cat’s status on the corner of his HUD. He 
grinned. Then he fired the SRMs.

Into the building next to him.
“That’s it, Wolfhounds,” he said on the company channel. “Break 

contact and head for the navs. Bug-Out Alpha in one minute.”
The building he’d shot collapsed into a twenty-meter high pall 

of smoke and flame. With the corner post destroyed the entire 
building sagged toward him, obscuring the Mad Cat from his eyes 
and sensors. The rubble would keep the OmniMech off of him for 
a few precious moments. The other Arcturan ‘Mechs would be 
doing the same. They’d draw back, setting small ambushes and 
drawing the Clan ‘Mechs toward the canyons.

If von Riddenour were here she’d be screaming about letting them 
go, Michael knew. Which is why she’s not here. The Lyrans had 
proven they could hurt the Falcons, and dictate the battleground. 
That was enough for today.

Now they just had to get away.

exploded, splattering chips of rock-made shrapnel against the 
assault ’Mech’s lower legs.

“Might be time to go,” Tricia Cannon said over the Command 
Lance frequency. She was a veteran of the Wolfhounds and his 
lance second. He’d learned almost immediately to listen to her 
when she spoke, which she rarely did. The deep-throated bam-
bam-bam of her autocannon thudded in the background of her 
words.

Michael sucked in a breath of cool air, thankful for the 
neurohelmet’s faceshield. The air in his cockpit was steaming, and 
the way the Mad Cat was still upright and moving meant he’d be 
driving his heat burden even further. He toggled his Gauss rifle 
online again, eyes watching both the laser recharge indicators—
change, damn you!—and the tac screen. Past the Mad Cat von 
Seedow’s Dervish straightened up and then lurched backward 
as if punched. A moment later the bam of a Gauss rifle impact 
penetrated the BattleMaster’s cockpit insulation. Von Seedow 
collapsed, cursing.

The laser indicators flickered green. Michael angled the 
BattleMaster to turn back around another building, still 
backpedaling. The Mad Cat followed—of course it’s following, 
it’s faster than you, idiot!—but its own lasers were still cycling. 
He spared a second to toggle the short-range missiles onto a 
separate circuit and touched his commo board. Tricia is right. 
Another prearranged signal burst to the Arcturan ‘Mechs.

The Mad Cat’s lasers flashed again. This time one missed wide, 
devouring a white-hot dripping-metal hole in the building 

Nicola pushed the Kodiak through the hole the Gallowglas 
had made in the building when it surprised her. The Kodiak 

was larger, which caused more debris to rain down around her 
cockpit. The noise sounded like ominous applause, as if the von 
Jankmons who’d come before her were applauding her loss of 
a warrior. Quintero was a rival and an ass, to boot. She wouldn’t 
mourn his death. But he was a Jade Falcon and a member of her 
Star. She would avenge him.

“Make them pay,” she ordered her Star.
A moment later she pushed through the original hole the 

Gallowglas had made to enter the warehouse. Her sensors probed 
in both directions, but the Lyran ’Mech was out of sight. She looked 
down the street and saw missiles flash through an intersection, 
followed by the gangling form of the Lyran Dervish at a full 
run. She turned the Kodiak in that direction. More missiles cut 
through the air, following the Dervish. Then she saw MechWarrior 
Michaela’s Cougar A strut past, missile exhaust still trailing from 
the box launchers on the Cougar’s shoulders.

“They have reached the edge of the facility,” Linders reported. 
In the background of his transmission Nicola heard heat alarms. 
“Three Lyran ‘Mechs are already headed away. The rest are 
following.”

“You have missiles, quiaff? Shoot them!”
“Aff, Star Commander.”
Nicola urged the Kodiak forward. The Barghest skidded around 

a corner several hundred meters in front of her, feet throwing 
sparks where they slid on the ferrocrete. Although she knew its 
sensors must have detected her, it didn’t slow or turn away, just 
accelerated toward the gate ahead. Selecting her large laser, 

Nicola drew a bead on the doglike ’Mech’s rear side. The laser 
drew a glowing scar across its back armor, but failed to breach.

“Freebirth,” Nicola muttered. The Barghest was faster—
—alarms—
—an impact from behind that threw her against her restraints—
—movement in her HUD from behind her—
“Star Commander!”
A Lyran Blitzkrieg had appeared behind her, leaned fully into 

a run, and had tagged her right arm with the big ’Mech-killing 
autocannon it carried. At nearly 100 kilometers per hour it was 
sprinting, trying to angle around her and trusting its speed for 
defense. Nicola recovered the Kodiak from its lurch and spun, 
reaching out with its left fist and the claws there. Reaching, 
pressing against her restraints, urging the computer to override 
her gyros and let the ’Mech lean…

She connected. Two can play that game, surat. The Blitzkrieg 
spun away, falling, and crushed a warehouse as it fell. The armless 
’Mech immediately rolled onto its side, trying to thrust itself 
upright. Nicola strode forward, weapons ready. She slammed the 
Kodiak’s multi-ton foot into the Blitzkrieg’s chest and bent over it. 
The medium Lyran ’Mech thrashed, trying to get free.

“This is better than you deserve, Quintero,” she muttered. The 
aiming point for the autocannon fell across the Blitzkrieg’s chest. 
Nicola thumbed the selector on the Ultra-class weapon to high-
speed and held down the trigger. Shells exploded across the 
Blitzkrieg’s armor. It thrashed again, trying to get free. Its thrashing 
shook the ’Mech’s cockpit into the line of shells, immolating it and 
the MechWarrior beneath the ferroglass.

Nicola’s grin was full and pitiless.



Binary Bravo, First Falcon Strikers, Delta Galaxy: This 
section provides the Table of Organization and Equipment for 
the presented Binary at the start of the campaign on Great X in 
3071, including Binary Bravo Personnel: dossier write-ups (and 
illustrations) of each MechWarrior—along with a history of their 
specific ’Mechs—convey the unique aspects of each warrior and 
what makes them tick.

Rules Annex: The Rules Annex provides a wealth of rules that 
allow players to take the information presented in the previous 
sections of Starter: Fist and Falcon and apply them to BattleTech 
games and/or A Time of War role-playing sessions. This includes 
unique MechWarrior abilities and lance/Star abilities, a detailed 
geopolitical breakdown of Great X itself at the time of the attack.

Finally, the Rules Annex contains the Fist and Falcon Gamemaster 
Section, a suggested methodology for adapting the information, 
units, and scenarios found in the PDF for future A Time of War role-
playing sessions. 

Scenarios: Four BattleTech scenarios are provided to highlight 
several of the actions fought on Great X between the Lyran 
and Jade Falcon forces. Each is presented for players to use to 
build enjoyable BattleTech games or as jumping-off points for 
gamemasters to create A Time of War role-playing sessions.

Record Sheets: The final part of this book includes forty-
two pre-generated record sheets for the ’Mechs and characters 
detailed in Company C Personnel and Binary Bravo Personnel 
sections. As a boon to players of either BattleTech tabletop 
games or A Time of War role-playing games, both BattleMech and 
character record sheets are provided.

Note: The illustrations on each record sheet do not necessarily 
represent the exact variant of the ’Mech detailed. Instead, those 
illustrations are from various Technical Readouts and represent 
the stock design of the ’Mech in question (i.e., while weapons and 
equipment may change, the basic look of a given ’Mech always 
stays the same). Note that this also applies to the photos in the 
Company C and Binary Bravo Personnel sections. When available, 
the miniature that exactly matches the ’Mech stats is used. When 
a specific variant is not available in miniature form, however, a 
“stock variant” miniature is used; as with the illustration, the basic 
look remains the same, even if some weapons may be different.

Welcome to Starter: Fist and Falcon, the first in a 
new series of PDF exclusive gameplay aids designed 

for both BattleTech and A Time of War players. Because 
this product is intended for players of either (or both) 

game systems, it is suggested that the player group have 
available both Total Warfare and A Time of War. Tactical 

Operations and Strategic Operations are recommended, but 
not required to play.

BattleTech players will find plenty of information in this PDF 
for their games, including ready-to-play record sheets and game 
scenarios. Special unit rules for each lance or Star are available, 
as are MechWarrior quirks that give each character added value 
in a BattleTech game. For A Time of War role-players, ready-to-
use record sheets for each character are presented, along with 
suggested adventure hooks in the Rules Annex. In addition, 
gamemasters will find a wealth of adventure hooks or ideas in 
the A Brief History section that they can use to plan, adapt, or add 
flavor to their existing role-playing campaigns.

BattleForce Starterboxes
Players can feel free to use miniatures from the BattleTech 

Introductory Box Set—if they own said box set—or other miniatures 
as proxies for the ’Mechs found in this book. However, Iron Wind 
Metals produces two BattleForce Starter Boxes that may be used 
with this Starter: Fist and Falcon. Starter Box 1 contains twelve Inner 
Sphere ’Mechs, while Starter Box 2 contains ten Clan ’Mechs. 

Ask your local retailer about the BattleForce Starter Boxes, or 
visit www.ironwindmetals.com.

HOW TO USE THIS BOOK
The following provides a quick overview of each section of 

Starter: Fist and Falcon.
A Brief History: This section builds off of the information 

presented in A Brief History of the Inner Sphere in the Inner Sphere at 
a Glance book found in the BattleTech Introductory Box Set (players 
without access to this product can download the Inner Sphere at 
a Glance book for free at www.classicbattletech.com/leap), as well 
as the information found on pages 14–19 of Total Warfare and 
page 21-27 of A Time of War.

In particular, the Brief History details the historical events that 
occurred on Great X in July of 3071 when the Jade Falcon’s Delta 
Galaxy attacked the Lyran Alliance defenders. Special emphasis is 
given to both illustrate the broader conflict of the world as well as 
detail the specific battles fought by the small units presented in 
the following sections.

C Company, Third Battalion, Twenty-fifth Arcturan Guards 
RCT: This section provides the Table of Organization and 
Equipment for the presented company at the start of the campaign 

on Great X in 3071, and includes Company C 
Personnel: dossier write-ups (and illustrations) of 
each MechWarrior—along with a history of their 
specific ’Mechs—convey the unique aspects of 
each warrior and what makes them tick.

INTRODUCTION
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DEFEAT IN DETAIL?
Although many historians are quick to quote the ancient 

military axiom against dividing one’s forces, the history of 
warfare is filled with instances where such divisions were 
not only necessary, but decisive in gaining the divider 
victory. Although the scattered small-unit actions of the 
Jade Falcon-Lyran Alliance conflict on Great X in 3071 cannot 
claim to have secured their respective sides victory, they did 
prove that dividing one’s forces can still play a strong part in 
determining the outcome of a battle.

The Jade Falcons, facing much stronger defenses than 
they had anticipated, sent small raiding parties to the 
other continents of Great X in an effort to get the LAAF to 
send large contingents of troops to destroy them, thereby 
weakening the defensive line around Spot. Raiding into an 
enemy’s rear is a time-honored tactic, and the presence of 
large—if abandoned—storage facilities on Bastion and 
significant mining concerns on Woodholm meant that the 
Falcons could strike there without any loss of face.

The Lyran response, a company of ’Mechs supported 
by a mixed regiment of armor and mechanized infantry, 
was rather less than the Falcons had hoped for. Galaxy 
Commander Newclay, well aware of the Steiners’ predilection 
for “bigger hammer” solutions, had expected at least a 
battalion of ’Mechs to be dispatched. The smaller response 
put a kink into his assault plans.

It also made the smaller-scale fighting on Woodholm and 
Bastion much more personal for the small units involved.

—from Lessons, by Leutnant-General Archibald Newsome 
(Ret.), University of Donegal Press, 3074
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strong. Galaxy Commander Newclay ordered his troops back, and 
the battle settled into a year-long series of thrust and parry.

Although all four Clusters landed on Eades, both the Jade 
Falcons and the LAAF sent small detachments to Great X’s other 
two continents, Bastion and Woodholm. The Falcons sent a Binary 
of the First Falcon Striker to Bastion and the Fourth Dragoons a 
Trinary to Woodholm, hoping to force the defenders to send 
enough troops after them to weaken the LAAF lines enough for 
the Falcons to break through. Leutnant-General Gieger and his 
staff were too canny to fall for the ploy, however, and sent only 
enough strength to keep the Falcons on the other continents 
bottled up while the main force decided things around Spot. 
When that stratagem failed, the Falcons settled into a slow series 
of exploratory raids, probing for weaknesses in the lines.

PRESSING THE LINES
Numerous engagements since the initial Clan invasion had 

shown that the common Lyran conceit of simply amassing a “long 
wall of metal” could not stand up to the ferocity and firepower of 
a Clan assault, but around Spot the Twenty-fifth Arcturan Guards 
and the Thorin FTM were able to build a series of fortifications 
backed by special-built roads and paths to move their troops. 
Using this system, the Lyrans were able to quickly concentrate 
their forces in order to blunt any of the Jade Falcon attacks along 
the defensive line, which quickly frustrated not only Galaxy 
Commander Lee Newclay, but also his Star Colonels and Star 
Captains as well. By March the Galaxy Commander had acceded 
to his Star Colonels’ demands to be allowed to probe along the 
lines for weaknesses in Cluster-strength packets, hoping to find a 
breach worth exploiting.

On the Lyran side Leutnant-General Geiger and his staff, as well 
as the surviving officers of the Avengers and Colonel Dewey and 
his mercenaries, were determined that the Clan advance be halted 
at Great X. Having been driven back from Morges, from Deia, and 
from Mkuranga, they were going to give Great X to the Falcons 
over their dead bodies. Luckily for them, the Exes felt much the 
same way, which gave them a safe and secure rear area in Spot 
from which to oppose the Falcon assaults and, occasionally, 
launch sallies and raids against the Falcon positions.

The first raid on the farthest northern edge of the lines came 
from a Trinary of the Fourth Falcon Dragoons, who caught a 
company-scale position while a company of the Knights of St. 
Cameron were in the process of trading positions with a company 
from the Twenty-fifth Arcturan Guards. The leading Star crashed 
into the lines while there was only a lance of the Knights still in 
place and crushed them quickly, opening a momentary gap in the 
lines. The rest of the Trinary rushed forward, easily beating back 
the confused Knights and Wolfhounds while they called for the 
rest of the Dragoons Cluster to move up. A rallying counterattack 
by a ready-battalion of the Thorin FTM managed to plug the gap 
and drive the surviving two Stars of Falcons back off the line. Of 
the Fourth Dragoons Trinary that attacked, only seven OmniMechs 
led by Star Commander Enoch returned to the Falcon lines, but 
they had succeeded in destroying more than thirteen Lyran ‘Mechs. 
More actions like this one followed for the next six months, with 
both sides managing to sneak small resupply missions in to replace 
fallen warriors with new ‘Mechs and new pilots.

As the Jihad burned into its third year, the border between the 
Lyran Alliance and the Jade Falcon Clan was afire with battles. 
Despite the loss of Tharkad, the Lyran Alliance Armed Forces were 
concentrating and holding the line wherever they could as both 
the Falcons and the Word of Blake hammered at their borders. On 
Deia in 3070 the Falcons were able to push the Thorin Freedom 
Theater Militia and the mercenary Knights of St. Cameron off-
world, forcing them to retreat to Great X, where the Twenty-fifth 
Arcturan Guards waited for the inevitable onslaught following 
their defeat on Mkuranga. Leutnant-General Rudolph Geiger, the 
Twenty-fifth’s commanding officer, ordered a frantic preparation 
while the mercenaries and the FTM tried to reorganize, but in 
January 3071 the Jade Falcons arrived.

Led by Galaxy Commander Lee Newclay, four Clusters of the 
Falcons’ Delta Galaxy dropped onto Great X and bounced off of 
the LAAF’s strong defensive lines around Spot. Their landing cost 
them the Gyrfalcon Solahma Cluster, who paid heavily to open 
a landing zone for the main Falcon force. Immediately the First 
Falcon Striker, the Eighth Falcon Talon and the Fourth Falcon 
Dragoons pushed forward, but the defensive lines of the Kewran 
Wolfhounds and the remnants of Archer’s Avengers were too 
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FALCONS AMONGST  
THE LEAVES

The company of the Knights of St. Cameron sent 
to Woodholm was one of the few companies of the 

mercenary regiment to escape Deia without losing 
a single ’Mech. This cohesion was a strong factor in 

Colonel Dewey’s decision to detach them to Woodholm, but 
in retrospect a different company may have been a better 
choice. The company, commanded by Captain Rhonda 
Edison, had survived Deia by dint of not having faced any 
opponents; their average ’Mech size was forty-five tons, and 
they had trained as a striker company not intended to stand 
in the line of battle. None of the company’s MechWarriors 
had ever fought in concert with conventional militia forces 
and immediately rubbed Colonel Hammond, commanding 
the Great X militia supporting the ‘Mechs, the wrong way.

The Trinary of the Fourth Falcon Dragoons they were sent 
to oppose averaged a mass of sixty-five tons, and had none 
of the massive logistical tail the conventional Great X forces 
required. Star Captain Sanga had won Star Commander’s 
rank in his Trial of Position and defeated four other warriors 
to command his Trinary; his campaign on Woodholm was 
slow, methodical, and devastating. Captain Edison’s troops 
fought to the best of their doctrine but couldn’t overwhelm 
the Falcons’ superior armor and firepower, and when Sanga 
successfully trapped a lance of the Knights in Digger’s 
Canyon and annihilated them, Captain Edison crawled inside 
a bottle and rarely came out. Her company’s replacement by 
the Avengers allowed her to back off the line in Spot and 
seek help, but she was separated from the Knights shortly 
after.

The Avengers offered Sanga none of the Knights’ move-
and-bite tactics; they simply challenged the young Star 
Captain to a Trial of Possession for Woodholm, broke their 
bid, and pounded his forces into the ground.

—from Wrong Tools for the Job: A Collection of Poor 
Assignments, by Colonel Edith Payne (Ret.), University of 
Donegal Press, 3076

A GENTLEMAN’S GAME
On the Bastion continent of Great X in 3071 the Jade 

Falcon-Lyran Alliance conflict took a much different tone 
than the other actions there. The Lyran BattleMech force, 
Company C of the Twenty-fifth Acrturan Guards’ Third 
Battalion, was a recent acquisition. The company had 
been assembled just prior to the Jade Falcon’s attack from 
survivors of the company’s earlier defeats and a demi-
company of MechWarriors assembled on Arcturus from 
replacement depot troops and sent forward with a new 
officer to command them. They had very little experience 
fighting as a team, which the new hauptmann recognized 
and adapted his tactics to use.

The Binary of the First Falcon Striker opposing them was 
much the same—a newly-organized Binary built to replace 
losses in previous battles, but led by a young Falcon ristar 
without a Bloodname. Having won his command in the 
wake of the battles on Morges, the Star Captain was eager 
to prove himself and pushed his Binary hard. The Lyrans’ 
unwillingness to commit to open battle only fueled his 
anger, which drove him to split his force and allow each Star 
to be pushed away from each other. 

The key to the Lyrans’ success on Bastion was the calm 
competence of Hauptmann Guillaume and the excellent 
scouting provided by the two cavalry battalions attached 
his command. His refusal to allow the Jade Falcons to force 
him into a decisive engagement gave him time to train his 
new command before committing them to full-scale battle. 
When that decisive series of engagements finally came, 
however, his MechWarriors performed admirably despite 
terrible losses.

—from Tempered Steel: Soldiers Formed by the Jihad, by 
Esteban Enriquez, Australia Civic Press, 3077

storage depot to abandoned storage depot, looking for supplies 
to Trial for, or defenders to defeat, but Captain Guillaume’s 
company of the Twenty-fifth Arcturan played a distance-for-time 
game and used their militia auxiliaries to keep tabs on the Jade 
Falcons. By September the Binary was reduced to two operational 
OmniMechs, who quickly withdrew. The Lyran forces had lost eight 
‘Mechs, nineteen tanks, and more than one hundred infantrymen 
killed. The remnants were withdrawn by submersible back to Spot 
to help with the defensive line.

The failure of the Fourth Falcon Dragoons and the Eighth 
Falcon Talon to break through the lines around Spot soon began 
to fray Galaxy Commander Newclay’s patience. In October he 
ordered the First Falcon Striker back from the lines and gave them 
preferential access to the Falcons’ meager logistics, hoping to 
build them back up to strength. The Fourth Dragoons he ordered 
into a series of running raids against the Spot defenses, all along 
the line, in an attempt to force the Lyrans into exerting near-
continuous effort running their reinforcements along the line. 
The Lyrans, of course, could not afford to ignore any of the Falcon 
thrusts even after they discovered most of them were feints. There 
was no way to know a thrust was a feint until the attack was well 
underway, and every alert sapped the defenders’ strength and 
readiness. By late November Leutnant-General Geiger had had 

In early August on the continent of Woodholm the Trinary 
detached from the Fourth Falcon Dragoons managed to 
mousetrap the company of the Knights of St. Cameron sent 
to stop them, destroying four of the Knights’ ‘Mechs and two 
companies of the medium armor supporting them. Despite 
Colonel Dewey’s protestations, Leutnant-General Geiger recalled 
the Knights and replaced them with two companies of the Thorin 
FTM, supported by a full regiment of armor from the Great X 
militia. The movement, which used large displacement-hull cargo 
vessels rather than DropShips, was covered by nearly three full 

wings of aerospace and atmospheric fighters to 
discourage a Falcon assault.

The battles on Bastion were more a series 
of short, sharp engagements rather than a 
drawn-out affair. From May to August the First 
Falcon Striker Binary moved from abandoned 
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the Eighth Falcon Talon—barely two Trinaries’ worth—were fully 
engaged and the Fourth Dragoons moving to relieve them. Galaxy 
Commander Newclay was preparing a sally with the First Strikers 
when the Knights of St. Cameron erupted into the southern flank 
of the Falcon advance, striking nearly perfectly at the jointure of 
the Eighth Talon and the Fourth Dragoons. In moments the Eighth 
was completely cut off and the Fourth Dragoons fighting for their 
lives. The beginnings of a general advance from the Twenty-fifth, 
regardless of losses, and reports from scout Stars to the north 
that the Avengers’ probes were getting heavier convinced Galaxy 
Commander Newclay that it was time to go; the First Falcon Striker 
reoriented west and made for their landing zone in Berry, while 
the Fourth Dragoons held back the advancing Steiner troops.

By nightfall the First Strikers had reached Berry and embarked 
their DropShips while the Falcons’ meager fighter Stars 
endeavored to hold the airspace open so they could escape. 
The Knights and the Avengers harried the Fourth Dragoon to 
destruction on the long retreat to Berry—less than a Star made it 
into the city limits before the Lyran troops broke off. Of the Eighth 
Falcon Talon, only twelve MechWarriors and nineteen Elementals 
survived their defeat to be captured, and more than half of those 
chose bondsref over captivity. When the Falcon DropShips clawed 
their way into the sky, beating back the Arcturan Guard and 
Knights of St. Cameron aerospace fighters, the surviving soldiers 
on the ground knew that they had made up in small part for their 
defeats on Morges, Deia, and Mkuranga.

enough; he released a mixed combat command built around a 
regiment of armored cavalry and a battalion of the Knights of St. 
Cameron to move by ship down the coast and attack toward the 
Falcons’ rear. All along the Spot lines Lyran forces demonstrated 
as if they were preparing to attack out of the defensive works to 
cover this movement, and by the last week of November 3071 
Colonel Dewey’s ‘Mechs were striking at rearward Falcon defenses 
and threatening their landing zone at the small town of Berry.

RUSHING
Having been forced to use his rested First Falcon Strikers against 

the Knights-led combat command in his rear, Galaxy Commander 
Newclay decided in late December to take the offensive one last 
time. He arrayed the three remaining Clusters of the Gyrfalcon 
Galaxy in a long column and issued the order to attack along a 
very narrow section of the Spot defensive line, without regard 
for losses. His Clusters took two weeks to rebuild their damaged 
machines as much as possible before they moved out.

In Spot Leutnant-General Geiger’s spies reported the Falcon’s 
movements almost as soon as they began to move. Geiger—
whose own staff was feeling much the same sense of frustrated 
impotence that Newclay was reacting to—ordered his regiments 
to marshal as coherent units, rather than spread across the 
backside of the lines in battalion and company size packets. 
The Twenty-fifth Arcturan Guards RCT would hold the center of 
the lines, with the Thorin FTM spread on the flanks to keep the 
Falcons from looping around. The two battalions of the Knights of 
St. Cameron were kept as a mobile reserve near the city’s center, 
ready to move forward to the line or retreat toward the port and a 
waiting fleet of cargo ships ready to take them down the coast to 
repeat their earlier raiding actions.

The Falcon attack began an hour before dawn on 2 January 
3072 with the Eighth Falcon Talon in the lead position. Two 
Trinaries of the Eighth slammed into the Twenty-fifth’s lines, their 
OmniMechs loaded for close-in, high power battles. A third Trinary 
of Elementals, seconded from all three surviving Falcon Clusters, 
was sent in with them, hoping to use the cut and thrust of battle to 
slip through the Lyran lines and stage a headhunter attack toward 
Geiger’s command post. The attack might have succeeded had 
the Kewran Wolfhounds been spread out as previously deployed, 
but the Eighth Talon Trinaries sunk their teeth into the relatively 
fresh ‘Mechs of the Arcturan’s First ’Mech Battalion, who held the 
line while the Wolfhounds’ Second and Third Battalions, along 
with a regiment each of conventional armor, pressed forward 
feeling out the Falcons’ flanks. By evening the Eighth was more or 
less enveloped and Archer’s Avengers were skirmishing with the 
flankers of the Fourth Falcon Dragoons.

During the night both sides attempted to break contact long 
enough to reorganize but instead settled into nighttime fighting 
positions. The Knights of St. Cameron made a forced march 
during the night, moving south along the defensive lines and 
extending out behind the Thorin FTM’s screen to move behind the 
Falcons. The First Falcon Striker closed up the distance between 
themselves and the Fourth Dragoons, but little help could be sent 
to the Eighth Talon.

In the morning the Wolfhounds let the Falcons advance a 
kilometer or so before stopping them, trying to draw more of 
the Falcon ‘Mechs into the kill zone. By midday the remnants of 

VENDETTA
The fighting on Great X was characterized both by its 

length—more than a year—and by the ferocity of the 
numerous small-unit actions that led to the climactic final 
battle outside Spot in 3072. Each of the units involved—
on both sides—had fought heavy battles often against 
one another over the course of 3070. For many Knights of 
St. Cameron, they encountered OmniMechs belonging 
to warriors who had killed their friends and comrades 
on Morges and Deia. Many a Clan warrior found a Lyran 
BattleMech that had escaped him during one of those 
engagements now repaired and firing again. This level of 
personal involvement in the combat often undermined 
large-scale action and meant that lance-on-Star or smaller 
engagements were even more vicious.

Take as exemplar the story of Star Captain Flora of the 
Fourth Falcon Dragoons and Sergeant Benito Pritchard of 
the Knights of St. Cameron. On both Morges and Deia these 
two had fought each other almost to destruction before 
being forced apart by the moving battles; when they met on 
Woodholm on Great X there were no distractions, and when 
Flora destroyed Pritchard’s battered Clint the two began a 
fistfight when Flora exited her Peregrine to claim him as a 
bondsman. Pritchard succeeded in killing Flora during the 
fight, before a watching Falcon Elemental immolated him 
with his flamer.

—from Blood in the Eye: Personal Battles, by Juanita 
Rodriguez, University of Donegal Press, 3075



Command Lance
Hauptmann Michael Guillaume (BLR-4S BattleMaster)

Tricia Cannon (BTZ-3F Blitzkrieg)
Erich von Seedow (DV-1S Dervish)

Hans Ostgaard (GAL-1GLS Gallowglas)

Anvil Lance
First Leutnant Nadine von Riddenour (Mad Cat Mk II)

Barrett Cole (AS7-K Atlas)
Christine Watkins (EMP-6A Emperor)

Arthur Quibble (RFL-8D Rifleman)

Striker Lance
Leutnant Reginald Hoffmann (BGS-1T Barghest)

Victoria Earnestine (NXS2-A Nexus II)
Jasper Lorenz (WLF-2 Wolfhound)

Kristoff Semmes (STY-3C Starslayer)

THE KEWRAN 
WOLFHOUNDS

Unit: 
C Company,
Third Battalion,
Twenty-fifth Arcturan Guards RCT

Also Known As: 
The Kewran Wolfhounds

Affiliation: 
Lyran Alliance

Nominal Strength: 
Three BattleMech lances

Company C, Third Battalion, Twenty-fifth Arcturan Guards RCT, immediately following the Albany-8 skirmish.
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MICHAEL GUILLAUME
Rank/Position: Hauptmann, CO Company C
Born: 3045 (26 in 3071)
Affiliation: Lyran Alliance
Home Planet: Adelaide
’Mech: BLR-4S BattleMaster
’Mech Piloting Skill: 4
’Mech Gunnery Skill: 3

Michael Guillaume was promoted from first leutnant to 
hauptmann barely a month before he arrived on Great X, and is still 
feeling his way through his first company command. Formerly a 
lance leader in the Fourteenth Donegal Guards, he is still adapting 
to the culture of the Arcturan Guard, a task made more difficult 
by the lingering resentment over the Wolfhounds’ defeat at the 
hands of the Jade Falcons on Mkuranga. Thrust into command of 
the newly-formed Company C, Third ’Mech Battalion, Hauptmann 
Guillaume immediately appeared in over his head. 

His problems were compounded by his background. Several 
of his MechWarriors were minor noblemen from the Alliance’s 
interior, and they weren’t especially interested in taking orders 
from a hick from a backwoods world like Adelaide. His accent 
soon became the butt of quiet jokes among the lances and the 
company’s technical support—jokes the hauptmann ignored, for 
the most part. It wasn’t until two days before the Jade Falcons 
arrived in orbit over Great X that he took matters into his own 
hands, accepting a simulator challenge from First Leutnant von 
Riddenour. In a short, four-minute engagement Hauptmann 
Guillaume’s BattleMaster pounded the leutnant’s Mad Cat Mk 
II into scrap. The ROMs of the battle—which had supposedly 
been sealed—quickly made the rounds amongst the rest of the 
company, and the grumbling soon ceased.

With the Jade Falcons now in orbit, the young hauptmann is a 
man quietly hiding his fears. The Jade Falcons are familiar opponents 
of the Fourteenth Donegal Guards, personal unit of General of the 
Armies Adam Steiner himself, and Michael has fought them before. 
What has him worried is the responsibility of leading an untested 
company into combat, with hardly any preparation or time to work 
up. His superiors appear immune to his pleas for training time, 
distracted as they are by the incoming Falcons. With the Fourteenth 
his old hauptmann trained incessantly, until the company was like 
a family. Guillaume’s new company feels like a new orphanage, full 
of bullies and half-understood bedmates.

As an officer and a commander Guillaume took the example 
of Adam Steiner to heart; before he was appointed General of 
the Armies he often led the Fourteenth Donegal Guards from the 
front in his ’Mech. Although every hauptmann is expected to lead 
his or her company from the front in combat, Guillaume applies 
this ideal to every aspect of his command. He is the first to lead his 
company into any new duty, from patrolling to combat to a trip to 
the medical tent. He knows that it is essential that his MechWarriors 
be willing to follow wherever he leads, and Guillaume misses no 
opportunity to earn his pilots’ trust and respect.

The BattleMaster Guillaume pilots was one of the last 
manufactured on Pandora before the Falcons took the world, and 
it was refitted to the -4S standard in the refit pens on Arcturus. He 
has piloted it his entire career, claiming three OmniMech kills as a 
leutnant with the Fourteenth. He is particularly accurate with the 
massive Gauss rifle, often claiming hits at ranges that many other 
MechWarriors wouldn’t even dream of firing.



TRICIA CANNON
Rank/Position: Sergeant, Command Lance
Born: 3042 (29 in 3071)
Affiliation: Lyran Alliance
Home Planet: Skye
’Mech: BZT-3F Blitzkrieg
’Mech Piloting Skill: 4
’Mech Gunnery Skill: 4

Sergeant Tricia Cannon has spent her entire military career 
in the Twenty-fifth Arcturan Guards RCT, after having run away 
from home on Skye and joining a second-tier military academy 
on Arcturus. She is a steady MechWarrior and an excellent lance 
leader, having had opportunity to prove her command ability 
during the Kewran Wolfhounds’ withdrawal from Mkuranga when 
her leutnant was killed by the Jade Falcons. The assignment of 
commissioned officers over her when she was posted to Company 
C might have been a slight her career never recovered from, 
except for the small matter that Tricia Cannon has no desire for 
command. She has spent nine years as a MechWarrior sergeant 
and is quite happy in that role.

Off-duty Tricia is a quiet woman who is intensely loyal to her 
friends. She doesn’t socialize much outside of her lance, even within 
the company as a whole. This tendency has given her problems 
since the formation of Company C, since the hauptmann is too 
busy, von Seedow too much a snob, and Ostgaard too taciturn 
too spend too much time with a quiet woman who doesn’t go 
out of her way to be sociable. This has left Tricia accepting the 
approaches of Striker Lance’s Victoria Earnestine, who is also at 
a loss for companionship in her own lance. The two women are 
slowly building a friendship, but the hectic tempo of operations in 
preparation for the Jade Falcons’ arrival limits their opportunities.

In combat Sergeant Cannon is a skilled MechWarrior. Her 
Blitzkrieg is a swift machine, even more so when compared to the 
stumbling assault ’Mechs so popular in the Lyran Alliance Armed 
Forces, but it packs a significant wallop with its Ultra autocannon. 
One of Cannon’s favored tactics is to let her heavier lancemates 
draw an opponent’s attention and then sprint around behind 
them, unleashing the devastating cannon into their weaker rear 
armor before escaping back out of range. She has been working 
with Hauptmann Guillaume and his BattleMaster to refine this 
tactic—the hauptmann’s uncanny accuracy with his Gauss rifle 
makes it even easier for Cannon to slip behind the lines and sow 
havoc.

The Blitzkrieg Tricia Cannon pilots enjoyed a lackluster career 
before it was assigned to her.  Its first deployment after the factory 
was the Lyran Guards, but those warriors were all desperate 
to get into heavier and thicker ’Mechs and didn’t even try to 
understand the Blitzkreig’s strengths. Once it was assigned to 
Tricia, however, the technicians noticed an immediate jump in 
necessary maintenance on the ’Mech’s motive systems; Sergeant 
Cannon always runs it to (and sometimes a little beyond) its fullest 
potential.




